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Abstract—Agent group communication is one of the 
most important functionalities that should be 
reconsidered for highly dynamic and large-scale 
distributed agent systems. Although previous researches 
on this topic have actively been performed, there is little 
research work that addresses the various important issues 
or properties such as reliability, scalability, causal order 
and so on harmoniously due to their respective limitations. 
In this paper, we introduce our novel work that have 
already been done to achieve the goal mentioned above, 
and compare it with the existing ones in detail. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Software agent programming paradigm with agent 
mobility has several beneficial features such as reduction 
of network traffic, overcoming of network delay, enabling 
asynchronous execution and enhancement of dynamic 
adaptation [5, 6, 10, 19]. These advantages may enable 
this technology to be very widely used in distributed 
systems. But, as their entire size rapidly becomes larger, 
several research issues related to this technological 
paradigm such as communication, security, dynamic 
adaptation, etc., should be reconsidered to overcome this 
sort of new demand [1]. Among them, the most important 
functionality is improving the mobile agent 
communication performance even though the systems are 
based on very large-scale infrastructures.  

Although previous researches on this topic have actively 
been performed, there is little research work that address 
the various important issues or properties such as 
reliability, scalability, causal order and so on 
harmoniously due to their respective limitations. In this 
paper, we introduce our novel work [1] that have already 
been done to achieve the goal mentioned above like in 
Fig. 1. They allow each mobile agent to replicate its 
location information only on a few among its visiting 
nodes adaptively depending on its preferences. They 

enable all messages sent to a mobile agent group to be 
reliably delivered to its surviving group members in a 
consistent causal order. In addition, they provide short-
cuts to its target group by each sending agent keeping its 

effective group location information table. Then, we 
attempt to analyze it against the other previous works in 
various aspects in detail. 
 

 

Fig. 1. The important properties to satisfy for our goal.  
 

II.  SYSTEM MODEL 
This paper considers an asynchronous distributed agent 
based system where there is no global memory, no global 
clock and no bound on message delay [8]. The system 
consists of a set of agent service nodes. Each service node 
supports an environment in which agents can operate 
safely and securely, and provides a uniform set of 
services through which visiting agents can access its local 
resource in a limited way regardless of their locations. An 
agent is initially created on a service node, called home 
node of the agent, and is given a unique identifier within 
the node. So, each agent can be identified as a globally 
unique object in the system by using the combination of 
its local identifier and the identifier of its home node. 
When an agent migrates in the system, its code and state 
information are captured and then transferred to the next 
node. After arriving at the node, the mobile agent resumes 
and performs its task, if needed, by interacting with other 
agents. In order to perform an assigned task on behalf of a 
user, a mobile agent AID executes on a sequence of l(l>1) 
service nodes according to its itinerary, IAID=[DNhome, 
DN1, …, DN(l-1)], which may be statically determined 
before the mobile agent is created on its home node or 
dynamically while progressing its execution. It is 
assumed that communication channels support standard 
asynchronous message passing with the reliable FIFO 
ordering property and are immune to partitioning [8]. 
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Mobile agents can migrate and messages be passed along 
these channels. Finally, we assume that service nodes and 
mobile agents crash based on the fail-stop model, in 
which they lose contents in their volatile memories and 
stop their executions [17]. 

III.  CAUSALLY  ORDERED MESSAGE 

DELIVERY  FOR MOBILE  AGENT  GROUPS 
In this section, we describe how our work [1] can handle 
each issue stated earlier in detail. 
3.1 Reliability 
3.1.1 Agent Mobility and Directory Node Failure 
Before introducing our work, let us explain the definition 
of two important terms, forwarding node and locator, 
according to the role of each directory service node. 
Forwarder of an agent is a directory service node that 
maintains a forwarding pointer of the agent on its storage. 
Thus, there may be the various number of forwarding 
nodes of each agent in the system according to which 
agent communication protocol is used. Locator of an 
agent is a special forwarder managing the identifier of the 
service node that the agent is currently running on. 
Assuming every node is failure-free our protocol requires 
only one locator for each mobile agent to address agent 
mobility. But, if the protocol intends to tolerate up to F (F 

≥ 1) node failures, (F+1) locaters of each mobile agent 
should exist. Our location updating module can ensure 
reliable delivery to mobile agents despite both agent 
mobility and F failures of forwarders as follows. Then, 
we assume that the value of F is 1 in all examples shown 
later for explaining. Initially, when the agent is created, 
its home node becomes the first forwarder and locator of 
the agent. This module allows each mobile agent to 
autonomously replicate trails of forwarding pointers only 
on a small number of appropriate visiting nodes unlike 
the existing forwarding pointer-based protocols [13, 14]. 
In this way, it can control adaptively the tradeoff between 
location updating and message delivery costs depending 
on agent’s preferences. 
3.1.2 Mobile Agent Failure 
Assuming this kind of mobile agent platforms, there may 
occur two sorts of mobile agent failures, general 
member's failures and group leader's failure [1]. First, if 
some agent members except for their group leader crash, 
their identifiers and locators information have only to be 
removed from the other surviving agent members' 
membership table GMInfo in our work. But, if the group 
leader's failure is detected, the corresponding module 
must execute the following complicated procedure. 
Among the other surviving members, a new group leader 
is chosen that has delivered the largest number of 
messages destined to their group. Then, the leader should 
force the other live agent members to receive the global 

delivery sequence numbers of all the messages which it 
has delivered, but they haven't yet, and deliver the 
messages in order. 
3.2 Causal Message Ordering 
To satisfy causal ordering property on message delivery, 
each agent group member i should have the following 
variables. 

- MVectori: a vector where MVectori[j] is the timestamp 

of the last message sent from each member j having 
affected the current state of agent i. 

- RMSG_Qi: a message buffer for maintaining all the 

messages which have been already received by agent i, 
but are waiting until the causally ordered delivery 
condition is satisfied with itself. Each element e consists 
of two fields, msg and MVector, where MVector was 
piggybacked on message msg when agent i has received 
the message. So, if j is the sender of msg and 

((e.MVectorj[j] > MVectori[j]) ∧ (∀k≠j: e.MVectorj[k] ≤ 

MVectori[k])), msg can be delivered to the corresponding 
application and then e is copied into DLVD_Qi and 
removed from RMSG_Qi. 

- DLVD_Qi: a message buffer for keeping every message 

which has been already delivered to the corresponding 
application. Each element e consists of two fields, msg 
and MVector, where MVector was piggybacked on 
message msg when agent i has received the message. It is 
used for giving lost messages to another mobile agent 
member on its request for ensuring reliable message 
delivery even on unreliable networks. When agent i 
knows every other group member has received the 
message, it may be garbage collected from the buffer. 
Suppose there is a mobile agent group consisting of 4 
agents, p, q, r and s, sending 3 messages, m1, m2 and m3, 
to all members in order. In the previous inter-message 
causality ensuring protocols [2, 3], r cannot receive m1 
and m2 except for delivering m3 in this example due to 
their loss on the unreliable network assumed in this paper. 
In order to deliver all messages to a group of mobile 
agents reliably, our proposed protocol allows each 
member like p, q, s to buffer received messages in its 
memory, DLVD_Q. Also, to keep the causal ordering 
requirement, the protocol makes each member check 
causality relation violation. In case the received message 
arrives at a process later than its successors, all 
consecutive successors after the message in order are 
delivered to the corresponding application. If a member r 
receives a message m3 from s without the receipt of its 
predecessors, m1 and m2, like in Fig. 2, it requests m3’s 
sender s gives the predecessors to itself by sending a 
solicitation message with m3’s dependency vector, 
MVectorr, and MVectors piggybacked on m3 received 
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from s. After having obtained m1 and m2 from s, r can 
deliver all three messages to their corresponding 
application despite the message loss like in the figure. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Procedure for ensuring causality relation. 

 
IV.  COMPARISONS 

Broadcast-based protocol [15] guarantees transparent and 
reliable inter-agent communication and can also provide 
multicast communication to a set of agents. But, to locate 
the message destination, the protocol has to contact every 
visiting node in the network. Thus, its large traffic 
overhead makes broadcasts impractical in large-scale 
distributed agent systems.  
In home-based protocol [12] inspired by Mobile IP [16, 
18], every mobile agent has a home node and should 
register its current location with the home node whenever 
it moves. Thus, when some messages are sent to a mobile 
agent currently located at a foreign node, the messages 
are first directed to its home node, which forwards them 
to the agent. This protocol is simple to implement and 
results in little mobile agent locating overhead. However, 
it is unsuitable for highly mobile agents in distributed 
agent based systems because every agent location 
updating and message delivery are all performed around 
the home node, which introduces centralization. 
Additionally, in the distributed agent-based systems, the 
home node may be disconnected from the network.  
Forwarding pointer-based protocol [13] forces each node 
on a mobile agent’s movement path to keep a forwarding 
pointer to the next node on the path. Thus, if a message is 
delivered to an agent not being at the home node, the 
message must traverse a list of forwarders. Thus, this 
protocol can avoid performance bottlenecks of the global 
infrastructure, and therefore improve its scalability, 
particularly in large-scale distributed agent-based 
systems, compared with the home based one. 
Additionally, even if a home node is disconnected from 
the rest of the network, the forwarding pointer based 
protocol allows agents registering with the node to 
communicate with other agents. However, as highly 

mobile agents lead to the length of their chains of pointers 
being rapidly increasing, its message forwarding overhead 
may be significantly larger. Furthermore, the number of 
forwarding pointers each service node needs to keep on 
its storage may exponentially increase if a large number 
of mobile agents are running in the systems. In a previous 
work [13], a type of update message called inform 
message was introduced to include an agent’s current 
location for shortening the length of trails of forwarding 
pointers. In this case, a node that receives the message is 
allowed to update its table if the received information is 
more recent than the one it had. However, it introduces no 
concrete and efficient solutions for this purpose, for 
example, when update messages should be sent, and 
which node they should be sent to. To consider failures of 
forwarders, a fault-tolerant directory service for mobile 
agents using redundancy of forwarding pointers [14] was 
proposed.  
Mailbox-based protocol [4] was proposed to provide 
location-independent reliable message delivery. It allows 
messages to be forwarded at most once before they are 
delivered to their receiving agents. Also, the movement of 
agents can be separated from that of their mailboxes by 
determining autonomously whether each mailbox is 
migrated to its owner agent. However, uncertainty of 
message delivery to mailboxes may result in useless early 
polling. On the other hand, even if urgent messages are 
forwarded to a mailbox on time, they can be delivered to 
its corresponding agent very late depending on the agent’s 
polling time. Moreover, whenever each mailbox moves, 
its new location information should be broadcasted to 
every node which the mailbox has visited. This may incur 
high traffic overhead if assuming most agents are highly 
mobile.  
Macêdo and Silva in the work [11] defined mobile agent 
group concept and its membership mobility for the first 
time. However, the protocol just provides the conceptual 
definition of mobile agent group communication services 
and a sort of very limited virtual synchrony forcing each 
mobile agent to install and update a group view every 
migration. Also, it doesn’t guarantee any message 
delivery order and incurs high overhead caused by agent 
mobility. 
Sama [9] is a distributed and scalable application level 
group communication mechanism for large scale mobile 
agent applications which delivers messages in a 
considerably low time. It uses Message Dispatcher 
Objects (MDOs), which are special objects on every host, 
to parallelize and speed up message delivery to the group 
members. It can also detect host failures and restore from 
them. However, it doesn’t address any total order or 
causal order message delivery requirement.  
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Hierarchical group communication system for mobile 
agents [20] was introduced to support totally ordered 
multicast and membership management functions [7]. In 
this system, a group of mobile agents form several agent 
clusters, and each agent cluster consists of all mobile 
agents residing in the same sub-network and is managed 
by a special module, named coordinator. Then, all 
coordinators form a ring-based overlay for interchanging 
messages between clusters.  
In summary, all the protocols mentioned before cannot 
satisfy every properties required when designing reliable 
mobile agent group communication with causal message 
delivery order [2, 3]. Fig. 3 shows analysis results of the 
existing mobile agent communication protocols including 
ours. As you can see in this figure, our work can have all 
the five beneficial features unlike the others. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The important properties to satisfy for our goal. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we analyzed several representative previous 
mobile agent communication protocols with our work in 
terms of reliability, scalability, causal ordering and group 
concept support.  Also, we can verify our protocol has a 
lot of strengths on every issue against the existing ones. 
For future works, we should perform various experiments 
to precisely and quantitatively evaluate their scalability, 
adaptability and reliability by simulation. Moreover, we 
will extend our protocol to satisfy soft real-time 
requirement to run deadline-constrained collaborative 
applications on IoT systems. 
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